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Liteye’s Counter UAV system to Conduct FAA Test in Denver 
• Under their CRDA agreement with FAA, Liteye will test its counter UAV system for airport use in

its own home state of Colorado.

Centennial CO, USA, November 15th, 2016 – Liteye Systems, Inc. 
(www.Liteye.com), provider of the AUDS counter UAV system, will conduct testing of 
its system at Denver International Airport, under their CRDA agreement signed with 
the FAA this past May. AUDS is a TRL-9 level system, meaning it is already deployed 
with the military providing protection of critical infrastructure.      

“Our team is excited to demonstrate the ability of our system to protect a commercial 
airport,” stated Thomas Scott, President of Liteye Systems. He added, “Being able to 
conduct that testing in our own Colorado back yard, that makes it even better.”  

The AUDS system will be evaluated by the FAA.  The agency along with its federal 
government partners – particularly the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) – will 
work with Liteye to study how effective their technologies are, while ensuring they do not 
interfere with the safety and security of normal airport operations.  

AUDS is a second generation counter UAV system that detects, tracks, identifies, and 
defeats unmanned vehicles or UAV.  The AUDS system utilizes state of the art radar, 
precision thermal and daylight cameras, advanced video tracking, and non-kinetic defeat 
capabilities.  AUDS is already fielded with other US customers, and in full production. It 
is currently being utilized to protect critical infrastructure, other than airports. The system 
has been successfully tested in numerous countries, defending against class 1 and 2 
commercial UAV’s as well as homemade versions. With almost 2000 sorties flown against 
it, AUDS is tried, tested, and real world utilized.   

http://www.enterprisecontrol.co.uk/


 
 
The CRDA with Liteye expands upon collaborative efforts with industry to develop system 
standards to identify unauthorized UAS flights near airports, which could pose a hazard 
to manned aircraft. The agency has seen a steep increase in reports of small UAS close 
to airports over the last two years. 
 
For more information on AUDS please visit www.Liteye.com – or contact Kenneth Geyer 
at 720-974-1766  ext. 155     kgeyer@liteye.com 
 
 
 
About Liteye Systems (www.liteye.com) 
Liteye Systems, Inc. is a leading manufacturer in surveillance systems for protection of critical 
infrastructure. Their products include radars, covert thermal cameras, tactical displays, and the new 
AUDS counter UAV system. All of its cutting edge solutions feature revolutionary designs that enable a 
broad range of military and commercial applications. Headquartered in Centennial Colorado, the 16 year 
old company has offices in the UK and representatives worldwide. 
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